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Literary Folitics and Literary Debates
in l-Ikraine l97 l-8 I
Myroslav Shkandrij
Toward the end of the sixties it was becoming clear that the relatively
liberal party attitude toward literature which had characterized the decade
was undergoing substantial modification.' The debate over oles Honchar's
sobor, which appeared in January 1968,2 was the first indication that
stricter control of literature would be exercised in the future and less room
allowed for nonconformist views.3 The book's central idea, the seemingly
innocuous affirmation of cultural continuity-especially with the cossack
past-was considered by some party officials symptomatic of everything
ideologically "harmful, hostile to our reality.,,4
Honchar, nevertheless, remained the titular head of the Ukrainian
writers'Union until 1971, when he was replaced by another respected
writer, Iurii Smolych. However, throughout this period it was the
newly-promoted deputy head of the union, vasyl Kozachenko, who acted
as the party's guardian of literary affairs and set the tone in literary
debates.5 At the sixth Plenum of the Board of the Union of writers of
Ukraine in 1970, Kozachenko drew up a list of works which had deviated
from the "correct ideological positions." Among the works criticized were
volodymyr Drozd's Katastrofa,6 for its "overly morose atmosphere, full of
helplessness, hopelessness"; Ivan chendei's Bereznevyi snih,j for its
"one-sided portrayal of the darker side of life in today's village of
Zakarpattia, involuntarily deforming the true picture of collective farm
reality"; volodymyr Maniak's Evrika,8 for "mocking the civic-patriotic
ritual of life in a factory collective," for statements about "the levelling of
the individual in our society," for "preaching dubious forms of behaviour.,,
and for sympathizing with characters whose personalities are split, who are
incorrigible and spiritually impoverished"; Roman Andriiashyk's poltva,e
whose book, Kozachenko claimed, portrayed events in Galicia after the
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and myths. Voprosy istorii attacked the last-named author for stressing
only the negative aspects of the settlement of Ukrainian lands by Russians
und fo. using the old term "foreign rabble" to refer to them.2a
A good example of this almost pathological sensitivity toward the issue
of Russian colonialism is the attack on Borys Kharchuk's "Dva dni"25 by
the critic H. Konovalov, who accused the author of openly besmirching
"what we hold most sacredo' in the following passage:

In the hand-mill of any occupation-whether great-power Russian or
great-power Polish-the snow-white ear of wheat was not produced, the flour
was invariably black. The black flour of betrayal. And the invaders fed on it
and continue to feed on

it, grow, fat

and vulgar, until the sword

of

new

Bohuns flashes above their heads.'o

Konovalov was affronted by the fact that Kharchuk wrote "with
undisguised fury. . . about the reunification" of Ukraine and Russia in
1654. An insult to this cornerstone of Soviet nationalities policy-the ideas
of o'two brotherly peoples," of the essential identity of their cultures and
destinies, and of their desire to live within one state structure-is detected
by the reviewer in the following paragraph:
The sturdy beeches, tall oaks were green with spreading branches at the
bottom and were drying up at the top. They had seen enough of winged
dragoons, grey-coated guardsmen, heard all sorts of cannons from various
sidei and also the different languages of tribes that became people and

for themselves, to place under theil liberating
which those beeches and oaks grow'''
from
guardianship, the land
attempted

to

seize

The reviewer also takes offence at the following monologue by the lawyer,
Huslysty, who has agreed to defend his former teacher, a Communist, and
peasants at a trial in prewar Poland:
Every political trial, even the smallest, is historical. And it begins on that
first, distant day, when the first conquerors set foot on our soil. The judges
will change, so will the accused, but the trial will continue until the last
conqueror lies dead. Justice-is freedom. . . . The oppression of one person is
the oppression of an entire people. To deprive even one person of the right to
think and to take away his freedom is to rob the intelligence and freedom of
an entire society.28

On the basis of this passage the critic accused Kharchuk of "abstract
humanism" and an "trans-social and trans-historical approach" to life'2e A
fierce barrage of attacks was mounted against Kharchuk at the end of
1973 and the early months of 1974.30 Eventually he admitted his mistakes
and attacked "the camp of Ukrainian bourgeois nationalism abroad" for
"kicking up a storm" about his case.rr
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Russian." If, asserted the critics, such tendencies continue, "we would have
a dead literary language, a Ukrainian Latin." It is, of course, an axiom of
linguistic policy that, wherever parallelisms exist, the use of the Russian
word is both more natural and logical. "Besides all this," concluded the
critics, "such a vocabulary repels the reader by its intentional refinement,

his views

its strained 'intellectualism' and, above all, clouds the essence of the
matter.... In short, in literary criticism as in everything else we require 'a

leading lite

maximum of Marxism-a maximum of the popular and simple'."4r
The critics also attacked the introduction of religious themes in
literature. Mykola Rudenko's Vsesvit u tobi, (1968) and M. Medunytsia's
story "Voskovi olivtsi" were condemned on this ground by L. Sanov, as was

criticized

Oles Berdnyk's Zorianyi korsar (1971).4'? These charges were followed by
disciplinary action against selected writers. Several were thrown out of the

Writers' Union-among them O. Berdnyk, H. Kochur
M. Lukash-while the work of others was placed on the index

removed from public libraries.a3
This kind of pressure achieved its goal

and
and

of intimidating writers, some of

whom ceased writing while others attempted to bend toward the new party

line. A good example of the latter is Ievhen Hutsalo, one of the most
talented prose writers of the preceding decade. Capitulating to party
demands, he produced together with Rostyslav Sambuk, a "made-to-order"
work of propagandistic journalism, "Stepova Rodyna".aa The book was
evidently an attempt to give Caesar his due. It was a response to
Kozachenko's dernands at the Fourth Plenum in March 1973, which had
stated that the party required not intimate personal lyrics but songs which
could be useful in inspiring collective farm brigades and factory workers;
that in prose, priority be given to journalistic sketches; and that the new
emphasis in party propaganda was upon Soviet multinationalism, upon the
*mutual links" and "mutual interaction" of Soviet peoples and their
literatures.a5 Hutsalo and Sambuk responded to the new turn in the party
line by producing a report on the village of Sursko-Mykhailivka, in which
they proudly asserted the co-existence of a variety of nationalities that
worked together cheerfully and co-operatively. This kind of literary
exercise, written in a style that was a radical departure from that used in
other works by the writers, was, as one might expect, an artistic failure.
The two authors, consequently, were criticized for writing in an
"exceedingly colourless and . . . unnatural" manner.ou A similar
metamorphosis was attempted by other writers of stature, in an atlempt-to
adapt to the demands of party authorities.aT Needless to say, they were
invariably poorly received by both critics and reading public.
ln 197 4 the literary authorities began to correct some alleged mistaken
evaluations of the classics of Ukrainian literature. They suggested that
Ivan Franko was being idealized by some literary critics who found that
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his views on literary criticism were more sensitive and far less dogmatic
than those of N. Dobroliubov and A. chernyshevsky. The authorities interpreted this as a veiled attack on dogmatism in contemporary literary
criticism, and reminded the offending author that "the great socialists,
chernyshevsky and Dobroliubov, were the highest achievement of the
leading literary-critical thought of their time" and that ',Ivan Franko was a
convinced representative of that school during a later period."as They also
criticized a tendency to overestimate the work of panteleimon Kulish and
his impact upon Ukrainian intellectual history.ae certain critics, they de-

clared,

in

praising and popularizing the work

of VApLITE,,.

were

rehabilitating the organization itself,st and certain authors, in juxtaposing
the 1920s in the history of Soviet literature with the 1930s, were

"whitewashing VAPLITE

and

blackening

vuspp,

representing

Khvyliovism as a 'constructive' current in soviet literature."52 clearly, in
all three cases the guardians of orthodoxy were particularly worried by the
possible appearance of a competing literary theory or programme for a
"new direction" in criticism. Such a course would obviously begin with a
reappraisal of the classics of Ukrainian literary criticism.
In spite of the threats and cajolery, the situation in creative literature
and literary criticism remained far from satisfactory from the party's point
of view. There were repeated attacks on the incompetence and indolence of
critics: of ll4 critics in the writers'(Jnion, "only l0-15 worked actively in

literature," complained Zahrebelny

in

1978. The rest maintained

a

watchful restraint or simply kept silent. As for literature itself, Zahrebelny
char acterized

it

as "one-dimensional"

:

Alf the features of a novel are there, heroes, conflict, sujet, plot, dbnouemenr,
dialogues, scenery, comment by the author, information, everything just as it
should be, and yet everything is dead, unnatural, repetitive, a fake- and not
the original unique creation.53
The opening up of this kind of discussion is not new to soviet literature;
the same complaints, often couched in exactly the same language have
been voiced periodically since the twenties. At the basis of the discussion is
the problem of defining literature and socialist realism. If the party insists
on reducing all literature to propaganda, on viewing it as part of the
campaign of psychglosical warfare with the west, or the manuiacturing of
socialist realist "archetypes" which presents members of the nomenklatura
in a suitable light, then there will be a continual conflict between the
party's demands upon writers and the concept of literature which, whether
they admit to it or not, is held by the vast majority of writers in the Soviet
Union. For the party demands that writers portray life as it ought to be
and describe the situation as the government would like to see it develop.
In other words, there is a tendency to start with an ideal image and to fit
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the reality to it. When the standard images are distorted, the propaganda
experts are quick to detect this and the process of browbeating the writers,
of demanding that they "rebuild" themselves begins.
Writers in the Soviet Union have, on the other hand, consistently

to a different definition of literature and
in terms that conflict with the party line'
The last major assault on the party's reduction of literature to an
illustration of official resolutions was mounted during the de-Stalinization
period. It became clear that the new generation of critics-Ivan

demonstrated that they adhere
see the social role of literature

3vitlychny, Ivan Dziuba, Ievhen Sverstiuk, Ivan Boychak and others--did
not consider this kind of caressing of the readers by repeating stock situations and wish-fulfillment images as literature at all. They argued, in the
tradition of the critical realists of the nineteenth century, that literature
should play a leading role in social criticism, that it should be exploring
n"r u.rd uncharted territories and that it could only achieve the stature of
greatness if it was completely honest, and able to dig beneath the everyday
surface phenomena of life to the deeper problems that lay beneath.
It was this new concept of literature that the party was determined to
crush in the campaign that began around 1968. It is, however, clear that
this campaign shattered the dreams for a new world and a new literature
that many, perhaps most of the new generation, cherished at the end of the
fifties and the beginning of the sixties, and that it clipped the wings of the
vast riifiority of talented writers who came upon the scene during the years
of hope that followed Khrushchev's speech at the Twentieth CPSU
Congress. As a result, not only did the creative work of individual writers
suffer, but entire genres began to atrophy.
On 10 January 1979, Kozachenko was removed from the leadership of
the Writers' Union and replaced by Pavlo Zahrebelny. Dissatisfaction with
Kozachenko's regime must have reached a very high level at this time
because many writers seem to have simply retreated into a shell. When, for
example, Zahrebelny sent out a questionnaire concerning the crisis in the
novel, only l0 persons out of 150 even bothered to write back.sa As a
thl new head initiated a campaign against the state of
"onr"q.r"nt",
ukrainian literary affairs; it was suddenly discovered that there was a
crisis in sector after sector: publishing, the novel, drama, theatre, the
novella, literary theory, the ethics of criticism. The voicing of these
complaints began an officially-sanctioned "literary discussion" in order to
air some of the grievances that had accumulated in the previous six years.
At the same time a resolution of the CPSU, "On the Further
Improvement of ldeological, Political-Educational Work," issued on
26 April 1979, also drew attention to the unsatisfactory nature of much
that irad passed for literature or criticism and to the discontent of an
increasingly sophisticated readership, thus further encouraging the flow of
complaints.
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TABLE

I

Books Published in ljkraine 1970-9
No. of titles published

Total no. of titles
published

in

ljkraine

197 0

8,1 33

197 |
197 2

8,068
9,401

t97

3

7

4

8,814

t9l

19',7 5

197 6

I

n

in per cent
In Russian

Ukrainian

,686

8,731
9,1 10

38.2
38.5
36.9
38.8
32.8
30.4

31 .6

21 .4

68.6

51 .2

58.4
57 .4

63.1
65.2

28.1

61 .9

r9"t 8

8,430
8,259

21 .1

t919

9,032

26.7

68.2
69.6

19"71

SOtjRCE: Pechat .S.S.SR v

1970 godu (Moscow

l97l

).

The effect of Soviet cultural policy on Ukrainian book production can
be grasped by making a comparison with the number of titles published
wittr tr," number of language speakers among the ten largest
Slavic-language groups. It becomes immediately clear that the two Slavic
nations *itttin the Soviet Union, the Ukrainians and Belorussians, fare
very poorly as compared to the Southern and Western Slavs (see Table 3).
Sinle tqZO the situation has deteriorated still further. For an estimated
population of 36.4 million Ukrainian language speakers6' in 1979, the
2,il4titles produced in ukraine in that year constitute only 66.3 titles per
million speakers.
The discussion in the press, which began in the late 1970s and is still
continuing, contains many candid statements about the problems facing
Ukrainian literature. On the question of Ukrainian drama, for instance,
press items pointed out that for a population of some 50 millions, there
were only three or four dramatists,62 that the years 1976-9 had not produced a single play of any merit,63 that the Ukrainian plays accounted for
only a quu.i", of tie reputlic's repertoire in 1978, that the majority of the
plays which had runs of over 100 performances were pre-revolutionary
and that much of the contemporary production was "trash."64 The
"luiri",
press also noted that the last tragedy to have appeared was O. Levada's
Faust i smert in 1960, that satire was no longer being produced, and that
theatres were afraid of putting on comedies or political plays with any contemporary themes.65 Pondering the reasons for this deplorable state of
uffu-irr, one critic ingenuously suggested that it had something to do with
the "timidity of some authors and theatres toward making use of the sharp
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This
TABLE

3

Number of titles published compared to number of language
speakers

in 197 063

Shtr

V. Man

Speakers (millions)

Language

H.

Titles per million speakers

Titles

inconclu
1981. T

141.0

60,240

Ukrainian

35.0

3,112

88.9

Polish

32.0

9,21

289.4

may be
the parl

Serbo-Croat

l5.l

5,21|

351 .1

writers

9.5
1.6

5

33.3

within

Belorussian
Slovak
Slovenian

.,t.J

5,067
3,368
430

4.0

2,804

701 .0

1.8

605.0

removal
1980 ar

Macedonian

1.0

1,089
618

6r8.0

in Liter

Russian

Czech

Bulgarian

1

421 .2

443.1

58.9

SOURCE: B. Struminsky, "sotsiolingvistychna pozytsiia ukrainstva v slovianskii hrupi mov,"
Ukrainska knyha 7, no' 4 (1977): 86.
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Lina K
sixties

t

appearc
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e7e)

weapon of satire and humour" because they were constantly glancing over
their shoulder out of fear that "someone would misunderstand them or
take offence, or perhaps even recognize himself and take the laughter as

acclairn

directed at his institution or person."66
Perhaps the two most interesting aspects

improvr

of the officially encouraged
"literary discussion" of 1980-1 were the parallel debates on style and
ethics. The first saw a number of critics discuss the merits of various
stylistic tendencies. Some conservative writers and critics expressed a deep
suspicion of new "isms," of structural complexity and stylistic innovation.
They were challenged by younger authors who defended experimental

Literatt

attitudt

L.

Kys,

Ostann
appeari

On

flirtati<
mistakr

prose, psychologism and the "mythological-folkloric" trend.67 The
discussion evidently ended in a compromise, with calls for the recognition

substar

of the merits of each approach.
The second aspect of the "literary discussion," the debate on ethics, was
much more bitter. The barbs in this debate were aimed at the all-powerful

from t
that tr

can be

above-i

hack who passes off his personal prejudices as critical judgments'
Generally, the discussants charged, such a critic applies a crude
sociological analysis to a work of art, assuming for some reason that the
writer's method is exactly the same as his. If his method does not work,
however, he asserts that the book is a poor one and unworthy of serious

has stz
Amerir

consideration. The debate raised some much deeper problems about the
nature of socialist realism and the kind of critical approaches that could be
taken toward a work. It quickly became clear that there was no agreement
about the question of critical method and the discussion again ended on a

sumed
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This most recent "literary discussion,,
is considered to have begun with
H' Shtol's articre, in ttrcranrno-'iiroino
on 2 December l9g0 and
V. Maniak's item,in the.sam; n.;r;;;",
on
5 December 1980. It ended
inconclusivery with a series or
artictJr'in Ltteraturna';;r;;"on
3 Aprir
1981' The attempt to stage this
kind of op"n
;ii*;"r,
probrems
may be part of a conciliaiory poricy
to*uri tn"".itiqu"
ur.iuinian^iit"ttig"ntriu uy
the party. possibly the havoc *."uiJ
by the arrests
writers during Kozachenko" p".ioo-in
"; ,h"'hounding of
within the literary and artistic ini"n office evokeJ ; ;;;""g reaction
decided to .u.",o--" or the restri"rt""r-,t"iillfirr"llo tfi
, Jffit;",ilr.
removal of vitalii vinohradsky
as editor of Literaturna i;;;;""in
March
1980 and the nomination of
Lina r"ri."t" for the shevchenko
State prize
in Literature in December.lgg0
;;il;^;"" of such a poricy of reraxation.
Lina Kostenko was a.leading rig"r!
the literary generation of the
sixties and had been silent roi"t "l'""g
o"l"ai.
R"""ntty,'tt-.-".-iloot, by her
appeared in print: Nad berehamy "
vichnoi
riky
-u".y
(rg77), Marusia Churai
(1979) and NePovtornisl (rqgd).
e
favourable
review of the
acclaimed Marusia Churai'upp"u."i
under Mykola Bazhan,s name
in
Literaturna [Jkraina on 4 March gS0,
f
p".tups signalling
-io',t"r,
a change in
attitude toward the poetess on the
part of tt uuit o.rii"r.
signs of
improvement in the- literary
,n'igrr," be added the publication
L' Kyselov's tarented una .utrr".
of
"ri-J"uora ri"ir"a abridged
of poetry
ostannia pisnia (lg7g), which
*". rr"""', censored"oil";;
in 1970, and the
appearance of V. Symonenko,s
collection Le be ;;; ;;yr^;;r;i
i i' l.r,
On the other hand, this may;"*,
li
nothing.n*"
tf,un^the party,s
flirtation with public
;;";;"";Hs,and smoothing over of its
own
mistakes' The party's- 1l,l]"1,
control of literary uffui^ seems
to be total, and no
substantial deviation.frorn its poricy
oiirlvincializing Ukrainian literature
can be detected. euite the
D.'pavlychto
-2,
may have been removed
from his position as ediror_in_"frili
"oni.ury;
that trans-ra-ies^
"i
authors
X1"1ilil'.il:"il:t:?T:
above-average standards of this
ui,,u.""rr*,
;"".*i.'
viiiii"roroty"t,
has stated that he intends ,"
journa's format to that
tie
of the
American Reader's Digest.
"rru"g.
.rn "ali,'r"", ii". unrelenting attacks on uny
pressions of Ukrainian_ patriotism
t uu.
""_
with R. Bratun,s removal
as chairman of the Lviv branch
"oniinued
or trr" w;i;".',
Union
for
his
speech
at the
funeral of Volodymvl
a_ r"r*'
who, it is generally as_
sumed' was murdered Jvaslut,_
"".r091er,
by the rc'g il"rtau;
that this "discussion" is tut a p"i;r;fi";,;; .,.g. rtshourd aLo be stated
J.J"Jiiig ..,r,u*r,,
which covered the,ame g.ound
"r,rrri*"
in more outspoKen
It may also be that the purr' uuriori,i", terms.
u." concerned about the
attitudes of the younger generation
of writers and critics, whose tastes
and
attitudes differ from those of trre
ord guarJand who aru* tr,"i.
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the turgid products often served
from the best of the sixties, and not from
has recently been placed upon the
up as models today. ConsiO"ruUte stress
a numyounger members, of the intelligentsia and
need to "educate" ,t
this
accelerate
to
""
organized
been
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l.ForcriticalsurveysofUkrainianliteratureduringthisperiod'see
Scene Today"' Slau^ic Review 3l
G. S. N. Luckyj, 'lihe Ukrainian Literary
Literature"' in G' S' N' Luckvj'
(December rg12)t;;;-;' "nO ;'-Uttlt"ian
ed.,Discordant'Voices:TheNon-RussianSovietLiteratures'1953-1973
v URSR (New York
^fit"t"tury Suchasna literatura
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ed.,PanoramanainovishoiliteraturyvURsR:poeziia'proza''krytyka'2d
Kravtsiv' Shistdesiat poetiv
ed., rev. unO "nt' (Munich 1914); B'poezii (New york 1967); and
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Soviet Literar"i',
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3. The literature on Sobor is substantial. For the more important articles on
this book, see Ie. Sverstiuk, Sobor u ryshtovanni (Paris-Baltimore 1970);
"Lyst tvorchoi molodi Dnipropetrovska," Suchasnist, no. 2 ( I 9d9): 75-85;
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5.

ukrainskyi visnyk (Paris-Baltimore 1970), 1: 39-50.
The words belong to the head of the ideological section of the Dnipropetrovsk
oblast committee of the party, and are quoted in Molod Dnipropetrovska v
borotbi proty rusyfikatsii (New york lgll),10.
Kozachenko was well-trusted in party circles. He was elected a candidate
member of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Ukraine at its
Twenty-third Congress (1966), and a member of the Central Committee at

the party's Twenty-fourth ( 197 I ) and Twenty-fifth (lg7 6) congresses. He
also served as a deputy to both the USSR and the Ukrainian Supreme
Soviet. He was the author of an attack on Ivan Svitlychny four months before the latter's arrest ("Tobi, narode!" in Literaturna (Jkraina,27 April
1965), and seems to have been assigned the task of reproving those writers
who had signed the famed appeal by 139 citizens of Kiev protesting the trials
then taking place (see his article in Literaturna (Jkraina,2l May 1968). The
case of the appeal is documented in M. Browne, ed., Ferment in the Ukraine
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